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Microfluidic device for continuous single cells analysis via Raman spectroscopy enhanced by integrated plasmonic nanodimers
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Abstract: In this work a Raman flow cytometer is presented. It consists of a microfluidic device that takes advantages of the basic principles of Raman spectroscopy and flow cytometry. The microfluidic device integrates calibrated microfluidic channels where the cells can flow one-by-one, allowing single cell Raman analysis. The microfluidic channel integrates plasmonic nanodimers in a fluidic trapping region. In this way it is possible to perform Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy on single cell. These allow a label-free analysis, providing information about the biochemical content of membrane and cytoplasm of the each cell. Experiments are performed on red blood cells (RBCs), peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) and myelogenous leukemia tumor cells (K562).
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1. Introduction

In the field of cell biology, microfluidics has evolved as a relevant technology. This interdisciplinary discipline focuses on the transport, manipulation and analysis of small amounts of liquids, cells and particles. Microfluidic devices have been exploited in several laboratories for their evident advantages such as, the use of small volumes of fluids. Moreover, these devices guarantee portability, high control of the flow conditions, parallel transport, cost reduction etc [1, 2]. There are many examples in the literature of microfluidic devices and nanotechnologies [3] used for analytical purposes. These have been developed for DNA detection [4–6]; for protein analysis [7–9] and biomarkers [10, 11]; for discriminating healthy by tumor cells [12, 13]; for phenotypes cell screening [14, 15]; for mechanical stress investigation [16] and their deformability [17–19].

Among these technologies we developed a new microfluidic device capable of analyzing the composition of a single cell at a subcellular level thanks to integrated plasmonic nanodimers and Raman spectroscopy. This vibrational spectroscopy allows fast and multiparametric analysis of single cells, producing spectra which can be considered as a fingerprint of the cell. Moreover, it is a non-invasive technique useful to examine biological samples, since water bands can be easily subtracted from the resulted spectra [20–23]. Generally, when Raman spectroscopy is performed on a big number of cells, it is difficult to track them. Moreover, a possible movement of the cell during the analysis has to be taken into account.

The present microfluidic device is composed by two calcium fluoride slides among which a photosensitive resist is placed. The device, consisting of five through-channels integrating a microfluidic trap, is fabricated by using photolithography. The trap is realized by means of a simple volumetric constriction of the channels. Flowing cells in the microchannel can be blocked at each trap where Raman spectroscopy can be performed on each individual cell. A similar mechanism is followed in fluorescent flow cytometry [24, 25]. In that case, an appropriate label preparation of the cells is needed prior to the fluorescence analysis. Raman spectroscopy, on the other hand, is a label free technique and no pre-treatment of the sample is needed [26–29]. However, Raman Spectroscopy requires that the minimum acquisition time is in the range of few seconds for each spectrum. Therefore the device integrates a microfluidic trap with nested plasmonic nanodimers [30]. In particular, the plasmonic nanodevice allows an enhanced Raman scattering that increases the sensitivity and the spectroscopic information [31–34] regarding both the cellular membrane and the cytoplasm of each cell. In the last years, several groups have shown different approaches to enhance Raman signals or more in general luminescent outputs like those working within the field of colloidal photonics where quantum dots are used for such a purpose [35, 36]. Nanodimers are equivalent to quantum dots used to enhance Raman outputs. The local field generated by dimers can be obtained even by colloidal synthesis [37]. These devices are based on the amplification of the electromagnetic field due to the polarization of the local electric field and resonance effects between the gap of the nanodimers. In this way, it is possible to obtain a field localization that depends on the size of the gap (approximately 5-10 nm).
2. Materials and methods

The working principle of the present device is based on the use of a microfluidic trap integrated with a plasmonic Raman enhancer. The device is interfaced with gaskets that protect the fragile chip from mechanical stresses and seals the microchannels to an external frame integrating external tubes. These are then connected to a syringe pump system (Harvard Apparatus) allowing to handle the biological sample and drive it into the microfluidic channels. In such a device, ideally, every kind of cell can be analyzed by adjusting properly the sizes of the channels and the traps. The present device can be used in different modes: - we can move the same cell forth and back in the trap by changing direction of the flow so that we can take measurements on different portion of the same cell [16]; - we can take one single measurement on a cell sitting on the nanodimers in the field of view, and getting the information from one single cell membrane. The measurements from single cells of the same type can be also integrated together (which is what it is shown in the presented work). This procedure can be repeated in several different cells of the same type; - we can perform micro-RAMAN by using objectives with higher NA, in this case the measurement can be used to search for specific information about the cell membrane and cytoplasm. The microfluidic device is characterized by analyzing sample of red blood cells (RBCs), peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs), and myelogenous leukemia tumor cells (K562). Raman measurements gave unique and clear spectra for each type of cell used. This approach consists in a label-free method in which cells are analyzed continuously one-by-one by taking advantage of the Raman spectroscopy technique in order to get information about the structure of the sample at a subcellular level. The experiments are conducted at a temperature of 25°C.

2.1 Materials

Blood is provided by a healthy donor and it is placed in a phial with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) in order to avoid its coagulation. Then it is diluted with a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution and processed in a centrifuge (Eppendorf centrifuge 810R) so that RBCs can be separated and collected from the whole blood. PBLs are obtained from healthy donors buffy coats by Ficoll–Paque density gradient centrifugation. Blood samples obtained from patients are covered by the University Magna Græcia of Catanzaro ethical approval protocol 49/CE 23072002. K562 were grown at 37 °C in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere and maintained in MEM supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin (100 IU mL\(^{-1}\)), and streptomycin (100 μ g mL\(^{-1}\)). All products used to fabricate the microfluidic devices are purchased from commercial suppliers. For the chip, calcium fluoride slides 20 mm x 20 mm are purchased from Crystran Ltd and the dry photoresist SY330 (having a thickness of 30 µm) is purchased from ElgaEurope along with its developing and rinsing reagents. For the device interface, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) slides (6 mm thick and 3 mm thick) are purchased from Röhm Italia Srl. For the gaskets used in the fluidic interface, polydimethylsiloxane Sylgard 184 (PDMS) is purchased from MicroChem. Rodhamine (R6G) is purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used to characterize the enhancement factors of the nanodimers.

2.2 Working mechanisms of the Raman flow cytometer

Schematically, the channels are divided into four main areas, which are illustrated in Fig. 1 along with the schematic representation of the working principle of the device. The inlet [I] and outlet [O] of the micro channels are located at the side of the device. In the middle of the micro channel, the microfluidic trap [T] is located in which the cell can be trapped for a certain amount of time such that Raman analysis can be performed on a retained cell. The trap is realized by fabricating a constriction in width along the channel [C]. It has been designed in a way that the cell is only temporarily trapped. A dynamic change of the flow conditions are responsible for the cell entrapment. When a constant flow rate is applied a cell is moved toward the trap. When the cell is stopped at the constriction, the fluidic resistance increases accordingly and since the flow rate is constant, the pressure drop increases locally. The
increase in pressure increases the forces acting on the cell surface and this provokes a cell
deformation which allows the same cell to move through the trap continuing its motion in the
channel. After that, another cell approaches the trap. The role of the trap is to stop the cell for
a well defined amount of time necessary to record the Raman Spectrum which can be
executed in about 3 seconds. In such a way, it is possible to perform a continuous analysis of
cells by Raman Spectroscopy in a passive way.

![Schematic representation of the microfluidic device working principle](image)

**Fig. 1.** Schematic representation of the microfluidic device working principle: 1. Cell trapping: [I] represents the inlet; [T] represents the position of the trap; [C] represents the constriction in width of the channel; [O] represents the outlet; 2. Raman analysis: Raman laser hits the plasmonic nanodimers where the cell is trapped and the Raman spectrum of the cell is recorded; 3. Cell deformation: The pressure deforms the cell that moves towards the constriction; 4. Cell realising: The cell passes the constriction and another cell is trapped.

### 2.3 Device fabrication

The microfluidic pattern containing five channels with specific shapes and sizes is sketched by using AutoCAD. The drawn pattern is loaded into a direct laser writer (DWL2000 Heidelberg) for fabricating a photolithographic chromium-glass mask which is used to fabricate the micro channels. The substrate on which the microfluidic channels are fabricated is a calcium fluoride (CaF$_2$) slide with a side length of 20mm and it is 0.5mm thick. After the substrate is cleaned with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and dried with gaseous nitrogen, a dry photoresist is laminated on top of it. Once the lamination is completed, the photoresist is structured by means of photolithography. It is placed in contact with the mask and it is exposed to UV light in a mask aligner system (Karl Suss MA45). The appropriate value for exposure dose is found to be 35 seconds (with exposure energy of 250 mJ/cm$^2$). Subsequently the resist is baked for two minutes after exposure, developed in Ordyly SY300 developer for 4 minutes and rinsed in Ordyly SY300 rinse for 30 seconds. After the fabrication of the microfluidic layout, the plasmonic nanodevices are fabricated on top of the CaF$_2$ substrate. The nanodevices consist of gold dimers constituted of two circles of about 100 nm in diameter having a gap of 10 nm between each other. These devices are fabricated by using a FEI Nova Nanolab 600 dual beam system. The dimers are grown using electron beam induced deposition from a gas precursor containing a platinum–carbon polymer (CH$_3$)$_3$Pt(CpCH$_3$). A matrix of nanodimers with a pitch of 2 μm delimited in square of 20 μm in side are fabricated by setting the electron acceleration at 30 keV and the current at 0.15 nA, then sputtered with 20nm of gold and ion beam milled. Subsequently, another slide of calcium fluoride is bonded on top of the fabricated micro channels. The bonding is obtained by using a hot press (PO Weber) and a mold where all the parts composing the device are aligned together. Different tests were performed at different temperature and pressing force, analyzing the percentage of bonded area between the different slides of the device to optimize the bonding process. For the device interface, a fluidic gasket is fabricated by casting polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) in a micromilled Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) mold. In particular, 2 grams of curing agent and 20 grams of silicone elastomer are mixed together. The mix is poured into the mold and degassed under vacuum. After 30 minutes, the mold is placed in an oven for 3 hours at 180°C to speed up the polymerization of PDMS. The gaskets
act as pockets in which the chip can be fixed, aligned and positioned. In fact, the gaskets integrate holes aligned in correspondence of inlets and outlets of the channels in the chip. Subsequently an external frame is fabricated in a 6mm thick PMMA slide by mechanical milling. The external frame integrates holes to accommodate external metal needles which are fixed with epoxy resin to the external frame and match with the holes in the gaskets [38]. The external frame allows to press the gaskets on the microfluidic device by means of external screws [Fig. 2]. The design of the device and the interface is such that the needles, the holes in the gaskets and the inlets and outlets result aligned. Teflon and silicone tubes are used to connect the needles to the syringe pump system. The syringe pump system allows setting the flow rate of the injected sample.

![Fig. 2. Assembled microfluidic device.](image)

2.4 Raman set-up and microfluidic protocol

The instrument used to perform Raman spectroscopy on the cells is a Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope where a 50X objective is mounted. The syringe pump (from Harvard Apparatus ) system is connected to the microfluidic device by Teflon tubes (0.4mm ID) and positioned vertically close to the Renishaw to keep the syringe in a position which avoid the settling of the sample in the syringe walls. The Raman flow cytometer is located in the corresponding sample support area of the Renishaw Microscope. After the device, the interface, the tubes and the syringe pump are assembled together, 1 ml of the biological sample containing the cells diluted at a concentration of about 5000cells/μl in PBS is inserted into a 1ml syringe. The syringe is then placed into the syringe pump system such that the injection can be controlled. The flow rate is set at 5 µl/min. For the measurements, a laser with a near-infrared wavelength (832 nm) is chosen. Once the microscope is focused on the cell close to the microfluidic trap, any possible source of light is switched off so that it does not interfere with the Raman laser. The power used to analyze the sample is 10 mW and the signal collection time is 3 seconds which was found to be a suitable time for the Raman measurements. Measurements are taken on cells trapped on top of the nanodimers and compared to measurements on a flat surface to proof the enhanced Raman signal recorded on the nanodimers. Finally, measurements on RBCs, TCs, and PBLs are shown which are the averages from the signal recorded from 10 cells of the same type. We show the average spectra of 10 cells to obtain a typical spectrum of a specific type of cell comparable with the
data present in literature. In fact, a single SERS measurement is very localized and shows only a partial information about the cell and in particular of the cell membrane. In standard Raman Spectroscopy, even using a high NA objective, measurements on cells show information, not only about the cell membrane but also about the cell cytoplasm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Device characterization

The sizes and the shape of the channels in the chip are chosen such that the passage of the cells through the microfluidic trap can provoke a change in pressure of the flowing fluid. Pressure increases when the cell is trapped and this leads to the deformation and the movement of the cell towards the constriction. Once the cell is released the so-formed variation of pressure leads to the positioning of the following cell in the trap. Channels of different dimensions are realized in the chip in order to test which size better fits the size of the cells. This is a necessary step since photolithography has a resolution limited by diffraction down to a size of about 1 µm, which is the same order of magnitude of the trap. The microfluidic traps used for experiments on the cells have a constriction width of 8 micrometers (used for the RBCs) and 10 micrometers (used for the TCs and WBCs). This width is crucial for trapping the cells, a larger constriction will not allow the cell trapping which continue to flow, a smaller constriction will trap the cell but they will block the channels. The optimal size of the constriction was found experimentally. Another important parameter is the height of the channel, this is approximately around 11-13 micrometers after the bonding which is around the size of the cell, this ensures a contact between the cells and nanodimers. Moreover, choosing the appropriate materials for the fabrication processes of each piece composing the Raman flow cytometer device is crucial for performing proper measurements. Materials have to be durable, well suitable for the desired context and fully functional for the role they have to cover. For such a purpose calcium fluoride is chosen to fabricate the chip since it gives a negligible background signal during Raman analysis and does not interfere with it. The use of the dry resist and the lamination process has been appropriate for the resulting uniform resist layer obtained in comparison to a liquid resist that would have been spun on the substrate, leading to a more stable bonding of the lid [39]. Optical images and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of the microchannel after photolithography are shown in Fig. 3-4. Figure 3(a) shows an image of a microfluidic device after the bonding. The SEM images (Fig. 4) show in particular the layout of the microfluidic trap. Figure 3 illustrates some results of the bonding between the developed SY330 dry resist and the calcium fluoride lid. Several experiments, reported in Fig. 3(c), are conducted in order to reach the desired parameters for a suitable hot bonding technique varying the temperature from 60°C to 180°C, the applied force from 1.50 kN to 3.50 kN and the time from 2 to 5 minutes. The visible bonded area is evaluated with help of optical microscopy by making a difference between bonded and not-bonded areas (some not-bonded areas are shown in Fig. 3(b)). The best results are achieved when the sample is bonded at 180°C and by applying a force of 2 kN for 3 minutes. Even if some not-bonded areas are observed outside the channels [Fig. 3(b)], these do not interfere with the working mechanism of the device. In fact, a magnification of the channel in Fig. 3(b) demonstrates that, despite the marginal not-bonded areas, the channel is sealed and the microchannel structure is maintained.
3.2 Characterization of the nanodevices

In Fig. 4, it is possible to see a scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) picture of the array of 100 nanodimers fabricated in the trapping region. These have a pitch of 2 μm and are delimited in square of 20 μm in side. Each nanodevice is made of a dimer covered by a thin gold layer (20 nm). A large enhancement of the electromagnetic field is produced at the gap of the dimers, thus producing an enhancement of the Raman signal of biomolecules close to the gap [33]. During Raman measurements the objective focus is at the level of the dimer gap in order to fully exploit the signal enhancement. The dimension of the gap approximately 10 nm ensures high enhancement factors and high spatial resolution for Raman measurements [34]. In particular measurements performed by using Rodhamine at a concentration of 10⁻⁴M on a flat surface and on the fabricated nanodimers showed an enhancement factor on the nanodimers of around 3.5x10⁶ in respect to the flat surface (data not shown).
Fig. 4. Scanning electron image of the microfluidic trap and the integrated array of nanodimers. (A): Top view; (B): isometric view; (C): zoom in the area where the nanodimers are integrated.

3.3 Raman spectroscopy analysis on trapped cells

The flow rate is set at 5μl/min so that the cells can proceed very slowly and can be stopped in correspondence of the trap. In this way, Raman measurements can be performed on the cells. As shown in Fig. 5, the cells appear under the microscope and they flow one-by-one due to the well defined size of the channel which constrains them and avoid the agglomeration. This is a suitable result, ideal for the fabricated device aiming to a continuous analysis of single cells. Experiments are performed measuring the Raman spectrum of RBCs by using the microfluidic device integrating the nanodimers and a flat surface. While the measurements taken on a flat substrate need a laser power of 100% (100mW) to record a consistent spectrum, only a power of 10% (10mW) is needed to obtain an enhanced spectrum on nanodimers. This is a very important point to consider when dealing with living biological samples since a high laser power can affect the viability of the cells.

Fig. 5. Sequence of the cell analysis mechanism: (1) the cell approaches the trap followed by other cells (t = 0s); (2) the cell is trapped and the flow is stopped (t = 2s), in this phase Raman measurements can be performed on the cell (t = 4s); (3) the increasing pressure due to clogged channel deform the cell forcing it through the trap (t = 6s); (4) the cell is released continuing to move over the trap while other cells are approaching the trap aligning themselves to it (t = 8s).
In Fig. 6, it is possible to see SERS measurements which are taken on RBCs and compared with measurements taken on a substrate without nanodimers. The SERS spectrum shows not only a higher signal, compared to standard Raman, but above all the curve exhibits a richer peak profile due to plasmon-enhancement of biomolecular vibrations occurring at the dimers locations.

![Raman spectra](image)

Fig. 6. Raman spectra collected from red blood cells (RBC) on nanodimers (used power for the enhanced Raman measurements is 10% of the total) and on a flat substrate (used power for the standard Raman measurements is 100% of the total). The spectrum recorded on nanodimers exhibits an higher signal and is more resolved.

Moreover, three experimental series are performed with different cell lines, and Raman spectra are collected over cells in correspondence of the trap. The used testing samples are red blood cells (RBC), peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) and K562 tumor cells from leukemia. Figure 7 shows the recorded Raman spectra, where each curve is the average of 10 cells acquisitions. From top to bottom we have respectively the RBC (red curve), PBL (black curve) and K562 (blue curve). The main peaks of all the three cell lines are correctly found in the Raman measurements. Concerning the red blood cells we have the typical Raman peaks of phenylalanine at 1005\,cm\(^{-1}\), the deformation of the C\(_{\beta}\)-H bond at 1225\,cm\(^{-1}\), the half- and quarter-ring stretching of pyrimidine respectively at 1377 and 1397\,cm\(^{-1}\), and finally several peaks of the multi-structured band between 1540 and 1630\,cm\(^{-1}\). As already reported in literature [40], we can observe the 1565\,cm\(^{-1}\) peak of the C\(_{\beta}\)C\(_{\beta}\) stretching, the one at 1582\,cm\(^{-1}\) of C\(_{\alpha}\)C\(_{\alpha}\) asymmetric stretching, and the 1621\,cm\(^{-1}\) peak of C\(_{\alpha}\) = C\(_{\beta}\) stretching. The relative intensities of these peaks show that the RBCs are in an oxygenated state [40].

Raman signature collected on peripheral blood lymphocytes is shown in the following curve. The most evident bands are due to deoxyribose vibrations, at 980 and 1448\,cm\(^{-1}\) [41], to phospholipid C-C stretching at 1067\,cm\(^{-1}\), and Amide I vibration from proteins secondary structure at 1665\,cm\(^{-1}\). The 1448\,cm\(^{-1}\) peak is a broad one since it is the overlapping of deoxyribose signature with C-H deformation from proteins.

Finally the last curve shows the Raman signal coming from K562 cells. Comparison with data from the literature shows a very good agreement. As reported in [42,43] the phenylalanine ring mode at 1003\,cm\(^{-1}\) is observed, the PO\(^3\) backbone vibration arises at 1095\,cm\(^{-1}\), Amide III vibrations from proteins are located at 1203 and 1303\,cm\(^{-1}\) where the former one (1203\,cm\(^{-1}\)) overlaps with DNA bases signal, C-H bending and deformation are...
respectively found at 1261 and 1448 cm\(^{-1}\), small DNA signal is also observed at 1578 cm\(^{-1}\), and finally the Amide I strong vibration from proteins is located at 1658 cm\(^{-1}\). Compared to PBL, the Amide I shift towards lower frequencies (from 1665 to 1658 cm\(^{-1}\)) is likely due to a larger presence of alpha helix structure of proteins. This is also supported by the small peak observed at 935 cm\(^{-1}\) (alpha helix C-C skeletal mode) for the K562 curve.

![Raman spectra collected in three different experiments with different cell lines, in the proximity of the microfluidic traps. From top to bottom average spectra of red blood cells (RBC), peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL), and K562 tumor cells from leukemia are reported. See the text for assignment of the main peaks.](image)

4. Conclusions

The proposed microfluidic device integrating plasmonic nanodimers used in combination with Raman Spectroscopy is a fast method to look at single cell in a complex multicellular sample. The design and the chosen materials proved to be suitable for the aim of this work. The Raman flow cytometer was used to analyze single red blood cells, lymphocytes and myeloma tumor cells and the resulted Raman measurements found correspondence with those presented in literature. Thanks to further optimization, this device will potentially become a fast cell by cell diagnostic tool with an amount of information that other optical techniques are lacking.
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